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HEMORAHOU.", FOR: E. G. Case, Acting Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation -- - .

FROM:

~ ~ I%

SUBJECT:

Stephen H. Hanauer, Technical Advisor to
Executive Director for Operations

INTERACTIOH BETWEEN CONTROL SYSTEM AHD PROTECTiG.'.i

SYSTEM

The Zion incident of July 12, 1977, apparently shows a design ref ct
as well as the obvious gross manaoement deficiency. The 31 dumy
signals disabled th primary system level control, which initiated
a transient involving decreasing level. Concurrently, the sam

sequence of events disabled portions of the protection functiors
associated with the same 1'evel. Thus a single sequerlce of everts
caused the transient and paralyzed the safety provided for tha.
very transient.

Mestinqhouse designs are characterized b the laroe number and types
of interact:.or ~ ':een control s stems and related sa-etv ~vs-.e.—. s.

hev thqnk this is reat. I think it is unsafe. This feud ha- 'c een

going on for years.

I have not so far been able to find out whether a single signa'. cr
group of si",nels went to both control and safety, or whether t.'.

interaction was r,ore obscure. It almost doesn't matter. I also
don't know (and don't much care) whether. the interaction, what v=r
its nature, is allowed by the various meticulously crafted cia;sos
in IEEE-279.

For existin-„ plants, I believe 'he lesson of the Zion incident s'.-.ould

be taken to heart and acted on constructively. The fact that, t~.is
time, nothi.":g bad happened is a tribute to good operator aetio". and
defense In 'epth, and should not keep us from learning the lesso-,.
All interactions between control functions and safety function s;ould
be reviewed in the light of this experience. A statement that n" su"-
duamy signals are allowed is not to the point; next Um , some "'i -. fera-.t
and 'not now forese n sequence of events may start the ball rolling.
What is needed is adequate independence of control fun"tions from
safety fvnc ions that provide against control malfunctions.
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For future plants, we ha've RESAR-%14, with a new "In.ograt d
Protection System," which includes int r'actions between safety

and
channels and between safety and "non-safety. sys ems

n control (PS~R, p. 7.1-27). Such interactions seem to be on

multi le
a scale far beyond present practice and involve a co . 1

't
( p x1ng, data links between computers) rot previously
encountered.. The philosophy (old and new) is, "Westinghouse
considers it advantageous to'se certain information derived
from protection -channels to control the p1ant" (PSAR, p. 7.1-:2) .

The acceptability of all systems, Hestinghouse and non-Restin"house.
old and new, needs to be reviewed in the light of the Lion event
and any unacceptable interactions removed.

~ ].« ~ (s -.-'g ( i (c. (. ~

~ / Stephen H. Hanauer
Technical Advisor to

Executive Director for Qperations

cc: L. V. Gossick
S. Levine
E. Yolgenau
R. Hinogue
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Table Y.l Examples of Deficiencies of
Component equality As'surance

guality Assurance Stage

Functional Requirement
Definition

Design and Analysis

Material or Compon nt
Selection

ttanufacturing/
Construction

Testing & Maintenance

Degradation

Deficiency

~ Improper specification of fluid, operating
temperature, pressure, number of operating
cycles, per formance and capacity, external
and internal environment, etc.

~ Improper application of codes and standards.
~ Error s in matha~atical models, '1oad defini-
tion, .boundary conditions, computer codes,
numerical techniques, etc.

~ Departure of the 'analytica'l prediction from
the true responses.

~ Inadequate design of pipe, equipm nt, struc-
tut e size, wall thickness, joints, etc.

~ Interference with adjacent piping, equipment,
or structure.

~ Uncertainties involved in the iterative
design process, and in the incompleten~ss of
system definition prior to the detailed
Iayout.

~ Yiislocation of the restraints, supports, etc.
~ Functional interference between systems

when one of them fails.
~ Outdated analysis.

~ Uncertainties in material properties-
streng.hs; fracture toughness, corrosion
resistance, etc.
Use of nonstandard materials or corn-cnents
without adequate qualification test program.

~ Incompatible materials.

'Undetected cracks.
~ Defects in welding, deficiency in the welding

procedure.
~ Hisalignm nt of components..
~ Installation different from design.

~ Errors due to improper procedures, lack of
training, etc.

~ Aging or deterioration
~ Fatigue due to cycling stresses
~ Corrosion, cre p, erosion
~ Radiation embrittl ement.
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DAVID S. FLEISC AKER !3'!GINALnocK'~%uMsxm-

TELEPHONE 202 638 S070

ATTORNEYAT LAW

October 19, 1979

pgQQ. 5 UTIL FAC...

1735 EYE STREET N.W.
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20006

SUITE 709

Dr. Harold Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Denton: 'O

Following the Three Mile Island-2 accident the NRC

Staff initiated a review of the design and operational
aspects of nuclear. power plants and the emergency, procedures
for coping with potential accidents. The purpose of'his
effort was to identify measures that should be taken to
reduce the likelihood of an accident and to approve emergency
preparedness. That effort resulted in publication of a

report containing a set of recommendation's to be implemented
~

in two stages over the next sixteen months on operating
plants and pending operating license applications. This
report is "TMI-2 LESSONS LEARNED TASK FORCE STATUS REPORT
AND SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS (NUREG-0578)."

The recommendations in NUREG-0578 were developed from a
generic perspe'cti ve. They do not accomIhodate the unique
aspects of individual plants. 1/ What remains is for the
Staff to apply the lessons learned from Three Mile Island to
the review of the design and operational characteristics
unique to individual nuclear power plants. That brings us
to Diablo Canyon.

Diablo Canyon is located in a zone where the risk of
large earthquakes occurring is unusually high. The analyses
of the Three Nile Island-2 accident show that this seismic

1/ Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, Ad-Hoc Sub-
committee on TMI-2 Accident Implications, October 3,
1979, Transcript (Tr.) at 14. (Cited hereinafter as
Subcommittee Meeting).
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risk creates unique design and operational considerations
that have yet to be adequately addressed. Several technical
matters that, warrant consideration were identified in a
recent meeting with the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards.2/ Our view .on these matters is presented below.

1. Additional analysis is required to determine
whether failure of non-seismically qualified components will
impair the operation of seismically qualified componentscritical to safety (Class I). That analysis is particularlyimportant for Diablo Canyon because of the overlap in con-
trol and safety systems. In a memorandum dated August 18,
1977 to Edson Case, Acting Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, Dr. Steven Hanauer, Technical Advisor to
the Executive Director for Operations, states that "[W]est-
inghouse designs are characterized by huge numbers and types
of interactions between control systems and related safety
functions."3/5 4/ Typically control systems are not seis-
mically qualified. A failed control. system component could
interact with seismically qualified safety related components
causing a breakdown of safety functions.

Complete understanding of systems interaction is par-ticul arly important at Di abl o Canyon because non-sei smi ca 1 ly
qualified components and systems are especi.ally vulnerable
to earthquake damage. Design of this equipment is'overned
by the operatin'g basis earthquake (OBE). Normal Staff
practice is to require an OBE equal to one-half of the Safe

2/ Meeting of the Ad-Hoc Subcommittee on TMI-2 Accident
Implications, October 3, 1979; see also, letter from
Richard Savis, Staff Engineer ancC Richard Majors,
Reactor Engineer, Advisory Committee. on Reactor Safe-
guards to D.B. Yassallo, Acting Director, Division of
Project Management, Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
dated October 14, 1979.

3/ See Attachment 1.

4/ The reactors at Diablo Canyon are designed by West-
inghouse.
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Shutdown Earthquake (SSE).5/ That practice has not been
followed at Diablo Canyon. There the SSE is characterized
by a response spectra anchored at 0.75g; the OBE response
spectra is anchored at 0.20g, less than one-third the value
assigned to the SSE.

2. Additional analysis is required to determine the
effects. of multiple failures of nonseismically qualified
components on plant safety. Diablo Canyon is particularly
vulnerable to a multiple failure accident mode. An earth-
quake -.almost .uniquely - stresses all plant systems si'mul-
taneously. As a result, an earthquake is a likely common
cause of multiple failures.

Piping is one example where a multiple failure effects
analysis is needed. Current Staff practice is to analyze
non-seismic pipe failure. assuming that only one pipe will
break at any one time. That assumption is not supported by
empirical observations or theory. The assumption is not
conservative and probably unrealistic.6/ Nore realistic
assumptions need to be developed and analyses performed to
determine the likely effects on plant safety of simultaneous
multiple failures in non-seismically qualified piping.

3. Emergency procedures is another area where the
current review is deficient. One of the lessons of Three
Nile Island-2 is that operator error can seriously aggravate
the course of an accident and is more likely to occur than
previously supposed. Again, Diablo Canyon is a special case
because emergency procedures must be designed to assure that
operators can bring a plant to "cold shutdown" during a
severe earthquake. Emergency procedures should prepare
operators for anomalies in system behavior likely to occur
during an earthquake. Human factors engineering analyses

5/ 10 CFR 5100, App. A(V)(a)(2) states as follows:

The maximum vibratory ground acceleration
of the Operating Basis Earthquake shall be
at least one-half the maximum vibratory
ground acceleration of the Safe Shutdown
Earthquake.

6/ The "single failure" criteria results in assuming only
one pipe break per earthquake event.
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may well reveal control room design modifications needed to
assure optimal operator response during and following a
severe earthquake.

During the recent subcommittee meeting PGKE urged that
the Diablo Canyon operating license should not be withheld
pending review of these matters. It was argued that these
questions were "generic." in nature and, in any event, would
be resolved after the plant began operation.7/ We have adifferent point of view.

The issues raised here are not generic in nature. They
ave unique to Diablo Canyon because of the high seismic riskat that site. And because the risk of earthquakes is so
high,8/ these problems should be reviewed and satisfactorily
resolved before the Staff signs off on the operating license.
In addition, experience with unresolved generic safety
problems teaches that unless resolution of safety problemsis tied to licensing, those problems are shunted to the backshelf where they remain unattended and unresolved.9/

We urge the Staff to initiate immediately review in
these areas and to condition issuance of the operatinglicense to Diablo Canyon upon satisfactory resolution of the
problems identified.

7/ Subcommittee Meeting, Tr. at 56.

8/ UNIFORM RISK ABSOLUTE ACCELERATION SPECTRA FOR THE
DIABLO CANYON SITE, CALIFORNIA (December, 1976).
There, Dr. Mihailo Trifunac calculates a 10K to 20%probability of excedence (for a forty-year period)for the acceleration to which the Diablo Canyon
response spectra is anchored - 0.75g. This study was
done pursuant to an NRC Staff request.

9/ For this same reason we oppose resolution of these
problems as "long-term" lessons learned.
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Very truly yours,

eau,g A&s<kvdM
David S. Fleischaker. Esq.

1735 Eye Street, N.W.
Suite 709
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 638-6070

John R. Phillips, Esq.
CENTER FOR LAW IN
THE PUBLIC INTEREST
10203 Santa Monica Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90067

Attorneys For Joint Intervenors

DSF:sb
cc: Roger Mattson, Director

Lessons Learned Task Force
John Stoltz, Chief

Light Water Reactors Branch No. 1

.Domenic Vassallo, Acting Director
Division of Project Management

Dr. David Okrent, Chairman
ACRS Ad-Hoc Subcommittee
on TMI-2 Accident Implications

Ray Fraley, Executive Director
ACRS Ad-Hoc Subcommittee
on.TMI-2 Accident Implications

President's Commission On TMI-2 Accident
All members of Certificate of 'Service

Diablo Canyon




